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Join the Mikuta Team! (Full-Time, Berlin)

The MIKUTA brand was founded in Berlin by Jacqueline Mikuta and Klemens White, starting out in

2017 with a small jewelry line, which later expanded to clothing in 2019. MIKUTA is a young, wild &

free-inspired fashion brand for modern women with a glimpse of rock’n’roll. MIKUTA is currently

one of the fastest-growing direct-to-consumer brands in the fashion market.

Are you looking to take on a new challenge in a creative and highly motivated team working to

redefine modern femininity in the fashion environment? At Mikuta we focus on creating a cool

wardrobe for the modern woman who is seeking timeless and everyday pieces inspired by

rock’n’roll and vintage stores. We are growing fast and look for a Chief Operating Officer  that is

as passionate about the fashion industry as we are and that can identify with the spirit of the

brand.

Role - Chief Operating Officer (f/m/d)

As the Chief Operating Officer (COO), you are passionate about building high performance

teams to drive growth and customer value. You will be reporting directly to the CEO, and lead an

exceptional customer experience from start to finish, including purchasing, warehousing,

customer support, and logistics. You are a progressive thinker with passion in the fashion

market. As the ideal candidate, you have an operational drive combined with senior experience

from the e-commerce and fashion markets. You will be the main person responsible for growing

the company > 100% year-over-year in the next five years and assist in building a local office

team in Berlin, Germany.

Your responsibilities
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● Hire, lead, and motivate the team by effectively establishing priorities and goals.

● Ownership of all financial planning, including balance sheets, income statements, and

liquidity forecasts.

● Drive the financial decision-making and risk management.

● Own, refine and monitor performance measures that support the strategy and operating

plans.

● Operate and develop core business functions such as purchase planning, marketing,

warehousing, and logistics.

● Define, build and manage a scalable and flexible organization structure.

Qualifications

● You have a Bachelor’s and/or Master’s Degree in Business Administration, or in a related

field.

● You bring > 3 years professional experience in leadership.

● Your English skills are professional/fluent.

● You have hands-on experience with the Fashion and/or Direct-to-Consumer brands

segment.

● You are a communicative and committed person and you are able to handle various

projects at the same time.

● Pride in accountability — you’re organized, detail-oriented, and thorough.

This is us
● We are a small, young and highly diverse team, with backgrounds from Portugal, Sweden

& Germany.

● We are mostly remotely organized with small Offices in Stockholm & Porto now looking

to build the Mikuta Headquarter in Berlin, Germany.

● We have a flat hierarchy, colourful company culture and love to work with people that

share our passion for fashion.
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● We have a remote friendly working culture & flexible working hours, but also look forward

to building a small Mikuta office culture in Berlin.

● We do yearly Strategy Trips together to brainstorm and plan our next Steps.

Location & Extent

Employment: Full-time

Location: Berlin, Germany

Start: We are ready for you!

Office language: English

Apply

Sounds like this is exactly the challenge you were looking for?

Send your application to career@mikuta-shop.nu no later than 2022-05-31. Please use the

subject “Mikuta Chief Operating Officer” when applying.

mailto:career@mikuta-shop.nu

